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Preface

Over the years a number of different approaches have been taken for the publication of the proceedings of the International Pathogenic *Neisseria* Conferences, including invited articles in journal supplements and the production of commercial books based on 'camera-ready' material supplied by delegates at the conference. During the preparation for the Ninth Conference there was much discussion as to the relative virtues of a number of previously used and novel approaches. Finally, we decided to attempt a new format, that of an extended abstract book that is available to the delegates during the conference itself. We felt that the greatest value of a book of the meeting is as a 'snapshot' view of the current status of *Neisseria* research, and therefore placed most emphasis on speed of production. Judging by the number and length of the articles, this approach has been popular with the delegates and we hope that the book proves to be useful. We also plan to publish a separate delegate directory, which will be available to delegates at the meeting.

By taking advantage of the widespread availability of word-processing software we asked delegates wishing to present their work at the meeting to send an extended abstract on computer diskette three months before the date of the meeting. This was the last possible date that enabled us sufficient time to compile the book and hopefully most of the work described in the following pages is still current. Our main task has been to compile the articles sent to us and to typeset them in a uniform format. We have also done a limited amount of editing, mainly to correct typographical errors and, very occasionally, to improve the clarity of the text.

This book aims to fulfill two roles, an abstract book for use at the conference itself and a reference book to cover the period up to the next conference. The book is therefore organised into the same subject headings as the conference sessions and these are presented in the same order as they will occur in the Scientific Programme. Under each heading, the oral presentations are given first followed by the poster presentations. For the posters, the poster number is given at the top of the article: as all of the posters will be on display for the whole meeting they have numbered consecutively from 1 (the first poster in 'Capsules and lipopolysaccharides' to 185 (the last poster in 'Vaccines and vaccine trials').
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